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	Building a camera into a phone makes total sense. Th ese days,
	nearly everyone carries a cell phone with them at all times; and
	nearly everyone owns a small digital camera to take snapshots
	of things that are happening in their life. So putting the two
	together was a no-brainer. Why carry two things when you can
	carry one?


	A fundamental problem with most camera phones is image
	quality. It’s oft en pretty bad. Th e sensors are incredibly tiny;
	the lenses aren’t very good; and the range of light they can
	capture is pretty small … even in comparison to an inexpensive
	compact digital camera.


	Offers unique advice for taking great photos and videos with your iPod or iPhone!


	Packed with unique advice, tips, and tricks, this one-of-a-kind, full-color reference presents step-by-step guidance for taking the best possible quality photos and videos using your iPod or iPhone. Top This unique book walks you through everything from composing a picture, making minor edits, and posting content to using apps to create more dynamic images. You’ll quickly put to use this up-to-date coverage of executing both common and uncommon photo and video tasks on your mobile device.

	
		Presents unique advice for capturing the best possible photos and videos with your iPod or iPhone
	
		Shares tips, tricks, and techniques on everything from composing a photo, making edits, posting content, and using applications



	Full color throughout, Capturing Better Photos and Video with Your iPod or iPhone gets you well on your way to making the most of your mobile device’s photo and video capabilities.
	
	 From the Author: Tips for Using the Hipstamatic App for iPhone 
	
	Bar none, this is probably the coolest app available for the iPhone if you’re into photography. Hipstamatic is a camera app that lets you choose different lenses, “film”, and “flash” combinations to create truly unique images. This app gives your images the appearance of analog photo prints right from your iPhone in a cool retro square format. Even professional photographers have started using this app for serious work! Hipstamatic images were recently featured on the front page of The New York Times.
	
	The Hipstamatic app provides you with three lenses, two flashes, and three different films, but you can upgrade with a number of different “hipstapaks” some of which are available only for a limited time. I must admit, I am totally addicted to this app. Here’s a list of my 5 favorite lens and film combinations.
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Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of MotionSpringer, 2007
The application of machine vision to autonomous vehicles is an increasingly important area of research with exciting applications in industry, defense, and transportation likely in coming decades.
Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of Road Vehicles has been written by the world's leading expert on autonomous road-following...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-441): Designing Database Solutions by Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
This 2-in-1 training kit delivers in-depth preparation plus practice for 70-441, an exam for the MCITP: Database Developer certification. Ace your exam prepand build real-world job skillswith lessons, case scenarios, practice tests, and more.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

In-depth coverage of exam objectives and...
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Developing Visual Studio .NET Macros and Add-InsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn how to supercharge Visual Studio .NET with this in-depth guide to creating customized macros and add-ins
Whether you simply need to automate a repetitive task or make a full-scale improvement to Visual Studio .NET, Jeff Cogswell will quickly teach you how in this comprehensive book. You’ll find all the tools necessary to create...
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Interior Color by Design: A Design Tool for Architects, Interior Designers, and HomeownersRockport Publishers, 1994
Effective color selection can be a powerful element in  any design. "Interior Color By Design" takes the mystery out of the  color application process by: Providing over 250 color samples to  experiment with different combinations Featuring over 100 full-color  images that illustrate key concepts like adjacent colors and overall...
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Document Object Model : Processing Structured DocumentsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Web applications have come a long way since the release of Netscape
Navigator 2.0, the first web browser to have a scripting language
embedded in it. That language, JavaScript, allowed developers for the
first time to manipulate their web pages directly in the user’s browser. From those
humble beginnings arose the Document...
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Python Web Development with DjangoAddison Wesley, 2008

	Using the simple, robust, Python-based Django framework, you can build powerful Web solutions with remarkably few lines of code. In Python Web Development with Django®, three experienced Django and Python developers cover all the techniques, tools, and concepts you need to make the most of Django 1.0, including all the major...
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